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I want to talk to you about the cermet fuel reactor. I will discuss the work that was done

in the 1960s. Very little work has been done since that time.

The cermet reactor work came out of both the ROVER program and the aircraft

nuclear propulsion program (Figure 1). The 710 program was conducted at General

Electric in Cincinnati while the nuclear rocket program was conducted by ANL; these

programs were complementary. They both used the same kinds of fuel materials and

both supported the same kinds of goals and objectives. The goals were to" develop

systems that could be used for nuclear rocket propulsion as well as closed-cycle

propulsion system designs for ship propulsion, space nuclear propulsion, and other

propulsion systems.

Part of that work involved fuel materials fabrication. There were reactor physics

experiments, and there was an engineering analysis, and fuel test program.

What I would like to do is give you a little background on both the 710 program at GE,

and then the ANL program so you will have an understanding of the work that has been

accomplished so far.

At GE there were a number of different facets to the program (Figure 2). The 710

program goal was a 10,000 hour continuous operation design life for the closed cycle

designs. They also had goals for a nuclear rocket. Design and control analyses were

performed and fuel materials development was performed in the laboratories along with

some fuel testing in reactors.

Fuel materials compatibility testing and clad compatibility testing were performed. A

number of full-size fuel elements were fabricated and then tested up to 12,000 hours of

operation. There were in-reactor radiation tests, and finally, critical experimentsat GE.

At ANL, (Figure 3) the program focused on rocket propulsion areas and there were two

specific designs that were prepared during that time period. For the 2,000 megawatt

reference engine, cycle studies and core analysis studies and design studies were

performed. Fuel materials work was performed in the laboratory for tungsten cermets

with uranium oxide fuel. The assemblies were clad with tungsten. ANL developed a

stabilized UO 2 fuel and investigated several different cladding techniques. ANL

fabricated fuel elements and tested them statically as well as dynamically and then they

also performed critical experiments.
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Figure 4 is a comparison of the requirements for the NASA workshop here versus the

ANL study which was done in 1960. The engine thrust was around 100,000 pounds. It

was a single engine. Reactor power was 2,000 megawatts thermal. It was operating in a

single mode. The engine thrust-to-weight turned out to be a factor of five. Specific

impulse was 832 seconds. The nozzle expansion ratio was 50-to-1 as opposed to 100-to-1.

The system was designed for about ten hours of operation. It could withstand multiple

starmps and basically could meet the other goals shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5 illustrates the engine itself. It has a bleed cycle where the coolant comes from

the source and then flows down through the nozzle, cooling the nozzle, and then flows

through the reflector control drum segments and back into the entrance of the reactor

and through the reactor.

Figure 6 shows some of the characteristics of the engine. This is a fast reactor; 2,000

megawatts thermal. It provides 832 seconds specific impulse, 100,000 pounds thrust, and

operating time is about ten hours. It can restart up to about 40 cycles and uses liquid

hydrogen as propellant with a flow rate of 120 pounds per second. The fuel was

composed of 60 percent UO 2 and 40 percent by volume of tungsten, fully enriched fuel.

The core itself is about 34 inches long and about 24 inches in diameter. There were 163

hexagonal shaped elements, 1.87 inches across the flats.

Figure 7 shows the core design with hexagonal shaped fuel elements that are suspended

from a plate at the entrance of the reactor. There are 163 of these elements, which use

a rather simple design, with only one support point at the inlet end. The reactor is

controlled by beryllium control drums (Figure 7)

Figure 8 shows the fuel element. It consists of a hexagonal-shaped tungsten matrix with

the fuel particles blended in with the tungsten and then compressed. There are coolant

holes provided that allow the coolant to flow through the matrix.

The cermet is clad with a tungsten/rhenium cladding on the outside surface and also the

inside of the tubes. This particular design uses a fuel segment region with beryllium

oxide reflector region and an inlet end fuel support point.

The operating condition for the engine at full power produces an Isp of 832 seconds with

100,000 pounds thrust. The reactor outlet temperature is about 4,500 degrees Rankine.

One of the major program tasks involved developing fuel fabrication techniques for the

cermet reactor. Figure 9 shows the process that was developed, basically starting with

fuel compacts, which contained a dispersion of UO 2 fuel within a tungsten matrix. The

compacts are combined with header plates that are drilled.

The fuel compacts were stacked. Then the tubes were slid through the fuel compacts
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and into the header. The headerends were welded. An outer hexagonal cladding unit

was prepared and installed over the assembly. The cladding was welded to the header.

Then the entire system was bonded so that the outer cladding and inner cladding would

be bonded to the tungsten cermet. (Figure 10). These elements were very successful,

very high quality, providing a very high-integrity fuel design.

Figure 11 shows an example of a fuel element that was built at ANL. It has 331 flow

passages and it is designed for the nuclear rocket. It is an example of what can be done
with the cermet fuel.

At GE, the fuel was tested extensively, both in-core and out-of-core as shown in Figure

12. 60 percent UO 2 and 40 percent tungsten cermet clad with the tungsten/rhenium

cladding was used. The program was designed to demonstrate structural integrity of the

fuel assemblies, high temperature performance, retention of fission products,

compatibility of fuels and materials at high temperatures, dimensional stability and
development of the manufacturing process.

All of these goals were achieved under the 710 program. Most of the testing was done

at lower temperatures than we would expect to see for the nuclear rocket program, but

ANL did additional tests on similar kinds of elements at higher temperatures.

There were some tests run at 2800 K, ex-pile, and these were run steady-state as well as

at thermal cycles. The results demonstrated that the fuel was very forgiving under many

thermal cycles. There were no breeches in the cladding.

Figure 13 shows the fuel development test program at ANL. They started off with some

very simple wafers where they developed various coatings and claddings. In some cases

the elements were clad, and in other cases they were vapor-coated with tungsten or

tungsten uranium. They also developed a technique of coating the fuel particles before

they were put into the matrix and then they would be clad, so you have basically a

double barrier (Figure 14).

A VOICE: The particle would be coated with tungsten?

MR. KRUGER: Yes, the UO 2 coated with tungsten which was then clad.

These elements were run in a high temperature furnace (Figure 13). They were all run

at about 2,500 degrees centigrade. They were then evaluated. The seven hole samples

were fabricated and run through a temperature cycle furnace and finally through a small

flowing loop hydrogen test. The 331 hole sample was manufactured but they never did

get to the testing program because the program was terminated prior to the testing.

Figure 15 shows work that was done by ANL to develop a stabilized version of the UO2;

What they found was by adding a certain percentage of gadolinium to the matrix, they
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could prevent loss of fuel from the UO 2. These tests here were run for cases where

there was no cladding on the fuel sample. You can see they were run at 2,500 Cup to

maybe a hundred cycles or more. Very good stability was demonstrated under those

conditions (Figure 16).

The transient test was run in the TREAT facility with the cermet fuel (Figure 17).

These were run with very high surface temperatures up to 2,750 temperatures centigrade,

and also at very high rates of temperature change, up to 4,500, 6,000 degrees C per
second. Because of the limitation on the facility, these were not maintained at

temperature for very long, but they were run for a number of thermal cycles. This gave

very encouraging results that the cermet fuel can take very severe transients and not fail;

no failures were noted under these tests.

The cermet fuel was also being considered for use in a Brayton cycle with operation up

to a year, and a number of tests were run in-reactor. Figure 18 shows the" results of

those test programs. The cermet fuel reached a burn-up of about half a percent with no

fission product release. If accommodation was provided in the fuel matrix for fission

products, even higher burn-ups could be achieved.

Figure 19 indicates the technology development for cermet fuel. We need to reinstate

the cermet fuel manufacturing and qualification program, and there are several key areas

of design and development testing required. First, we need to establish the fuel form

that will be required through some system analyses or system development studies. Once

that has been established, we will propose fabricating some small fuel samples and then

verifying the material compatibility at temperature with the fuel stabilizer and the

cladding. Then we would run small samples at temperature, conduct some irradiation,
and run transient tests on the reference fuel form to demonstrate its capability. Finally,

we would fabricate full-size elements and run those in full-flow transient tests to

demonstrate stability needed to withstand the testing environment. This would then lead

to a full-size reactor qualification test (ground test).

Most of the materials work has been accomplished as a result of the large data base

developed for materials in the 1960s for tungsten and tungsten/rhenium alloys (Figure

20). There will be some additional materials testing that will be required and we would

suggest that rhenium be considered as a possible candidate for fuel cladding because of

its weldability.

For the reactor component development test, we would take maximum advantage of

NERVA technology (Figure 21). We suggest that ROVER technology be used for

reflector control drive development testing because similar drive systems are used. Of

course, some reactor flow hydraulic testing is needed. The core mechanical support

design needs to be verified and tested. The preheat zone just outside the reactor core

may need testing. A review of data from the existing critical assemblies is needed to

determine if any additional critical tests would be needed.
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We believe that a full system ground test is needed in order to qualify the system for

flight. (Figure 22). Of course, stringent safety precautions are going to be needed to

prevent environmental releases during the ground test. One of the features of the

cermet fuel is its inherent capability to retain fission products. It offers a very positive

containment with essentially a zero-release to the environment. The ground test

requirements may not be quite as severe for the cermet fuel as for other concepts.

Figure 23 presents a reasonable, although fairly aggressive schedule. It shows about nine

years from the time of start until the time to launch. It also shows the flight option

being initiated in parallel with the ground test. The key activities that need to be started

right away would be mission studies and concept definition studies to define the reactor

system and the fuel form. That information then would be fed down into development

testing for the fuel.

At the same time, facility studies must be initiated so that the facility preparation could

begin, leading to the ground test. Parallel with other activities we would have technology

support as well as safety analyses and a rather rigorous safety program.

We need to take advantage of the technology that already exists. Both the NERVA and

ROVER system experience can be applied to the cermet fuel reactor. Test facilities,

support systems, the effluent cleanup systems, test operations, and all lessons learned

could certainly be applied to the cermet reactor.

Safety is a paramount consideration (Figure 24). The cermet fuel offers some very

definite safety advantages. It's a high-strength, very rugged fuel form that can withstand

thermal transients and repeated rapid thermal cycles. It offers a positive way to retain

fission products with essentially zero release, either on the ground or in space. It also

provides very high strength for safe reentry and burial in the event there would be a

launch abort accident. The tungsten/rhenium materials provide inherent safety in the
event of a water immersion accident.

In conclusion, the cermet fuel work conducted in the 1960's has demonstrated that we

can have excellent thermal and mechanical performance. Thousands of hours of testing

were performed on the cermet fuel, both at GE and ANL, including very rapid ti'ansients

and some radiation performance history. We conclude that there are no feasibility issues

with cermet fuel. What is needed is reactivation of existing technology and qualification
testing of a specific fuel form. We also believe that this can be done at minimum

development risk.

A VOICE: One, you didn't mention the mass. Two, you didn't discuss the limitations of
the fuel form.

MR. KRUGER: We haven't really optimized the mass, because what I have presented

to you here is a study that was done by ANL back in the 1960s. The thrust-to-mass ratio
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is approximately five, which gives you a ballpark number. The limitation on fuel is

temperature.

We believe that the fuel temperature can approach 3,000 K. The maximum fuel

temperature was running around 2,700-2,800 degrees kelvin in these studies; the melting

point of UOz

A VOICE: What is the fuel analysis lifetime?

MR. KRUGER: It depends on the temperature you operate at, of course, but under the
case I showed here, it could be hundreds of hours.

A VOICE: What is your base design fuel loading?

MR. KRUGER: How much UO2? 635 kilograms UO 2.

A VOICE: If the UO 2 is contained within the tungsten, why is the UO 2 melting a

limiting criteria?

MR. KRUGER: It wouldn't necessarily have to be, if we could assure it could be

contained in the tungsten/clad matrix.

A VOICE: What about the possibility of a UO2-thorium mixture. It has a much higher

melting point.

MR. KRUGER: Yes, that's true. UO2-thorium has a much higher melting point and

that could be a possible alternative. That was being considered in the 710 program at

GE but had not been fully tested or developed.

A VOICE: What is the temperature limit on the operation if we simply consider the

tungsten?

MR. KRUGER: Tungsten could go to much, much higher temperatures. I don't have a

limit on that, but tungsten could go to much higher temperatures.
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NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION ENGINE
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REACTORINTERNALS

CERMET REACTOR CONCEPT FOR
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Fuel Element Sample, Large Nuclear Rocket

Figure ll
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FUEL DEVELOPMENT TEST SEQUENCE

FIIIEITII _ L ITILIEmll

Figure 13
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CERMET FUEL THERMAL CYCUNG AT 2500°C
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TRANSIENT TREAT TEST RESULTS

SAMPLE
NO.

TRAIISZENT REACTOR MAXDqN MAXXRON EECOROEO
OUIATXON TNTEGRATED RECORDED SORFACE SURFACE TEMPERATURE

(SEC) (MM-SEC) (*CISEC) (_:;)

1 O. 43 164 1,700 800

1 O. 3 284 3,900 1,460

2 O. 3 377 5,600 1,790

3 0.2 487 8,000 2,ZO0

4 2.1(A) 33Z 80e 1,460

5 O.Z 540 2,000 2,600

6 3.0 (D) 495 1,400 Z, 0$0

7(11) 0.2 523 4,SN 2,750

8(C) 0.Z 532 6,000 Z,7S0

II

(A) "FLAT TOP" TRANSIENT
(R) SAMPLE GIVEN 11,10 AOOITIONAL TRANSIENTS OF SAME $EIEIITT
(C) SAMPLE GIVEN FIVE ADDITIONAL TRANSIFJITS OF SANE SEVERITY

NO FUEL FAXLORES IdllEN SOIJECTEO

TO SEVERE THERMAL TRAIISIEIITS

Figure 17
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CERMET FUEL KEY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

• Reinstate Cermet Fuel Manufacturing Technology and Qualify the Specific Fuel
Form for NTP

• Key Areas of Design/Development and Qualification Testing

Establish Fuel Form Requirements Through System Studies

Fabricate Small Fuel Samples for Testing and Select Reference Fuel Form

.. Verily Material Compatibility

.. Verify Fuel Stabilizer

.. Verify Cladding Approach

Conduct Irradiation/Transient Testing on Reference Fuel Form

Fabricate Full Size Fuel Assemblies

Perform Full Row Transient Tests of Full Size Assemblies

• Conduct a Full Size Reactor Qualification Test (Ground Test)

Figure 19

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT TASKS:

• The Fundamental Mated=Is Database Was Developed for W, W/Re
Matedais in the 1960's

• Limited Materials Property Testing May be Required to Vedty the
Materials Database

• Rhenium Should be Considered a Possible Candidate for the Fuel

Cermet Cladd'mg to Provide Improved Weldabilily of the Clad
Material
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REACTOR COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TASKS

• Utilize Modified NERVA Technology for Reflector Control Drive

Development and Testing

• Reactor Hydraulic Row Testing

• Reactor Core Mechanical Support Development and Testing

• Reactor Pre-Heat Zone Fuel Element Thermal/Hydraulic Testing

• Review Data from Existing Critical Assemblies to Determine if
Additional Criticals are Required

Figure 21

CERMET FUEL PROPULSION GROUND TEST

• A Full System Ground Test is Necessary to Qualify the Cermet
Fuel Propulsion System for Flight

• Stringent Safety Precautions and Environmental Release
Requirements are Anticipated

• Cermet Fuel Offers a Positive Containment With Essentially Zero
Release to Environment

• Ground Test Containment/Confinement May be Less Stringent
Than for Alternate Concepts

Figure 22



PROGRAM SCHEDULE AND TASK SUMMARY

3K-740.,
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CERMET FUEL REACTOR

Figure 23

SAF_ FEATURES

• Cermet Fuel is a H_h Strength, Rugg_ Fuel Form W_i_ Can
Wi_d High Temperatures and Re_ated Ra_d _erm_l Cycles

• Cemmt Fuel O_ers Pos_ve Fuel Rete_n Wi_ _se_lly Zero

Fssion _ R_ea_ to En_ronme_

Cmm_ Fu_ H_h SV_ PrinCes for S_e R_y _d Bud_l

Con_ua_m _ _e Event of a Laun_ A_ Acddm_

Cerm_ Furl M_ _, Re) Pm_ I_'ent _feW _ Evem of

W_ Imm_n _eN

OF POOR QUALI_Y
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